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1 Policy Statement 

1. Highway Services has the powers to introduce and revise speed limits under the 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1985.  They are designed to regulate and restrict the 
speed that vehicular traffic is legally able to travel along a particular length of road 
or network of roads. 

2. Speed limits are determined by appropriately qualified officers within Highway 
Services. The Network Planning Manager is accountable for the determination of the 
appropriate speed limits using appropriate industry guidance and experience to 
informed decision making in line with policy. Individual speed limits are not a matter 
for political consideration.  

3. It is the policy of Highway Services not to introduce speed limits on the island, 
unless specifically required in particular locations to reduce the number and severity 
of traffic accidents caused by vehicle speeds, or to improve the amenity of a 
residential area or local community.  This promotes highway safety and represents 
best practice. Unrestricted roads will remain unrestricted unless an exceptional road 
safety issue materialise. This policy position was confirmed in 2012 by the then 
Minister. 

4. Speed limits can go up as well as down to account for changing circumstances or to 
maintain public confidence in the validity of posted speed signs. 

5. Speed limits apply to new roads that form part of new developments.  They are 
used to revise a speed limit on an existing road, and to introduce a new speed limit 
on a road that is currently derestricted (i.e. not subject to a speed limit). 

6. Highway Services sets speed limits at or up to 15 per cent lower than the 85th 
percentile speed. 

7. A buffer zone will always be used following  a unrestricted road if the 40 mph or 30 
mph speed restriction is relocated closer to an urban centre as clearly define by the 
extent of residential properties either side of the road. 

8. When the 85th percentile speed is in excess of 15 per cent above the proposed 
speed limit, buffer zones on the approach must include traffic calming measures.   

9. An environmental or safety speed limit may be installed at more than 15 per cent 
below the 85th percentile speed subject to the installation of appropriate traffic 
calming measures. 

10. Where appropriate gateway features into towns and villages will be used. 

11. The installation of full-time 20mph speed limits can be supported, if appropriate, by 
appropriate traffic calming measures such as road humps, road cushions, road 
narrowings, rumble devices and gateway features.  This is to ensure that the 20mph 
speed limit is self-enforcing without the need for extensive police resources to 
achieve this. 
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12. Where practical streets in the centre of historic town streets will be posted for 20 
MPH or less even when it is unlikely that these speeds are achieved.  

13. Over time, existing local roads in built up areas that are predominantly residential 
will be converted to 20 mph. This is a long term aspiration that will be implemented 
as resource allow at the discretion of officers. 

14. The existing speed limits within one mile of a proposed new speed limit must be 
assessed as part of the implementation of the new speed limit.  This is to ensure 
consistency between speed limits in the area, and avoid scenarios where the 
transition between speed limits at the start / termination point is unsuitable to 
reflect local conditions.  It will also identify any new or amended buffer zones that 
may be required to encourage appropriate changes in driver behaviour on the 
approaches to a speed limit and to enable the proposed speed limit to be 
enforceable. 

15. Speed limits of 50 mph or 60 mph must only be installed at one or all of the 
following locations: 

i. Where Highway Services has identified a proven need to improve 
road safety; 

ii. Where the proposed speed limit would only be introduced along a 
short section of road; or 

iii. On a road that is currently derestricted. 

16. As speed limits require a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO), Highway Services TRO 
policy, guidance and procedure documents should be followed.  Highway Services 
consultation policy and guidance documents should be referred to when determining 
who should be consulted on the proposals, and which methods of consultation are 
likely to be the most effective and suitable in each circumstance. 

17. Speed limits will be considered as part of Highway Services Division’s use of a safe 
systems approach. 

18. In support of supporting the development of Healthier Highways, speed limits can 
be used to aid and encourage the use of the streets in towns and villages by 
pedestrians and cyclist and to encourage people to spend time on the streets. 
Supporting active travel and creating an enjoyable streetscape. 

2 Application & Scope 

1. This speed limit policy applies to all roads on the island.  It includes new roads 
that are to be built as part of new developments that will require a speed limit to 
be specified as part of the design process. 

2. The objective of this policy statement is to identify when speed limits are required 
and when it would be inappropriate to introduce them.  The protocol for 
achieving this is set out in Highway Services speed limit guidance document 
which provides additional information on when new or revised speed limits should 
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be introduced.  The procedure that must be followed to implement a TRO for a 
speed limit is described in Highway Services TRO procedure document. 

3. The aim of this policy is to assist those involved in implementing speed limits.  In 
conjunction with the associated guidance report, it should also provide 
information to members of the public on when speed limits are implemented and 
in what circumstances Highway Services is likely to consider any requests for 
such favourably.  It will also explain where speed limits may not be progressed by 
Highway Services if officers believe that it would adversely impact on its role to 
manage traffic and the operation of the highway network efficiently. 

Exclusions 

4. All other types of movement restrictions except for speed limits have been 
excluded from this report, as they are considered separately in Highway Services 
movement restrictions policy and guidance documents.  Reference has been 
made to traffic calming measures in this document, but further detail on it is 
contained in Highway Services traffic calming policy and guidance reports.  
Details on the signing of speed limits are not incorporated as this is dealt with 
separately in The Traffic Signs (Application) Regulations 2003. 

3 References 

5. This speed limit policy document has been based on the Isle of Man’s legal 
powers, advisory guidance and best practice used by Highway Services as 
summarised below. 

6. All speed limits require a TRO which is subject to a period of consultation prior to 
being implemented.  Highway Services policy and guidance documents on TROs 
and consultation should be referred to further information on these aspects.  The 
statutory procedure that must be followed to introduce speed limits is described 
in the Highway Services TRO procedure document.  The Police are responsible for 
the legal enforcement of all speed limits. 

Road Traffic Regulation Act 1985 

7. Highway Services is empowered under Section 23 and Schedule 2 of The Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1985 to make permanent TROs to introduce speed limits.  
It also allows for the making of Temporary Road Traffic Notices to facilitate 
temporary road closures, prohibitions and restrictions of traffic under the same 
Act which may include a suspension of a speed limit or a revision to it.  Sections 3 
and 24 describe the powers for making temporary speed limits, and Section 25 is 
the legislation to implement speed limits for specific classes of vehicles. 

Road Traffic Act 1985 

8. The Road Traffic Act 1985 sets out the legal requirements which users of the 
adopted highway on the island must abide by, and the powers available to the 
Police to enforce them. 

Manx Highway Code 
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9. The Manx Highway Code contains legal requirements which constitute a criminal 
offence if they are not obeyed.  They include a reference to the legislation which 
creates the offence. 

Traffic Signs (Application) Regulations 2003 

10. The Traffic Signs (Application) Regulations 2003 document applies to road 
markings and traffic signing on the island. 

Highways Act 1986 

11. The Highways Act 1986 allows Highway Services to introduce traffic calming 
measures to reduce vehicle speeds on the adopted highway.  Section 38 of the 
Act allows Highway Services to introduce Statutory Notices to hold special events 
such as carnivals, parades and markets where speed limits may be temporarily 
suspended. 

Road Races Act 1982 and 2016 

12. The Road Races Act 1982, which is supplemented by The Road Races Act 2016, 
provides Highway Services with the legal powers to hold racing events such as 
the TT, rallies and other races where speed limits are temporarily suspended. 

13. Highway Services speed limit guidance document that is to be read in conjunction 
with this speed limit policy report, GN-06-026 

14. Highway Services TRO procedure document that is to be read in conjunction with 
this speed limit policy report, DP-06-013 

15. Highway Services TRO policy report, DP-06-012 

16. Highway Services TRO guidance report, GN-06-025 

17. Highway Services consultation policy report, DP-06-017 

18. Highway Services consultation guidance report, GN-06-030 

19. Highway Services traffic calming policy report, DP-06-016 

20. Highway Services traffic calming guidance report, GN-06-029 

21. Highway Services movement restrictions policy report, DP-06-015 

22. Highway Services movement restrictions guidance report, GN-06-028 

23. Manx Highway Code 

24. Road Traffic Regulation Act 1985 

25. Road Traffic Act 1985 

26. Traffic Signs (Application) Regulations 2003 

27. Highways Act 1986 

28. Road Races Act 1982 
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29. Road Races Act 2016 

4 Accountability 

30. Highway Services is responsible for implementing and revising speed limits.  
Further information on this is contained in the Highway Services speed limit 
guidance document. 

31. The Network Planning Manager is responsible for ensuring that Highway Services 
activities are carried out in accordance with this policy, and that it is kept up to 
date with the relevant legislation. 

32. Changes to this policy statement will be approved by the Director of Highway 
Services.   

5 Definitions 

33. Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs), otherwise known as Traffic Orders or 
Traffic Management Orders, are legal processes designed to regulate, restrict 
or prohibit the use of a road, or any part of a road. 
 

34. The 85th percentile speed is the speed at or below which 85% of all vehicles 
are observed to travel. 
 

35. A buffer zone is an area where a buffer speed limit applies. 
 

36. A buffer speed limit is a short length of speed limit that is an intermediate 
transition between two sections of road where a national speed limit and a lower 
speed limit apply, or two different speed limits. 
 

37. Traffic calming measures (otherwise known as speed management 
measures) are measures that deliberately slow traffic, usually in residential 
areas, by constructing road humps or other obstructions. 
 

38. A road narrowing is a point on a road at which the carriageway width is 
reduced (compared to either side of it) to help slow traffic. 
 

39. A rumble device is a rumble strip, or different type of highway surfacing to a 
usual road surface, designed to slow traffic. 
 

40. A gateway is a highway feature, or combination of highway measures such as 
signs and road markings, at the entrance to a specific zone or area, town or 
village. 
 

41. An environmental speed limit (otherwise known as a safety speed limit) is 
a speed limit implemented to improve the amenity of a residential area or local 
community. 
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42. A road hump (otherwise called a sleeping policeman) is a hump in the road that 
is intended to slow traffic. 
 

43. Road cushions (or speed cushions) are flat topped road humps with gaps in 
between them which large vehicles with a wide wheel base can pass through 
without having to straddle them or pass over them as cars and smaller vehicles 
have to. 
 

44. A restricted road is a road on which a speed limit is imposed. 
 

45. A derestricted road (otherwise called an unrestricted road) is a road (or part 
of a road) that lies outside a town or village district and is subject to no speed 
limit. 
 

46. A Statutory Notice is a legal document used to advertise traffic proposals to 
inform the public, stakeholders and any partnering organisations that they are 
planned to be introduced.  They are used to temporarily close, regulate, restrict 
or prohibit the use of a road, or any part of a road. 
 

47. Movement restrictions prevent certain movements by vehicles and / or 
pedestrians on the adopted highway to promote highway safety or improve the 
flow of traffic.  Most are mandatory and require a TRO but some can be advisory 
or subject to different legislation. 

 
48. The adopted highway is the road infrastructure, including footpaths, that is 

maintainable at public expense by Highway Services as the Highway Authority for 
the Isle of Man Government. 
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